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The following is a summary checklist of the key steps involved in making and curing test cylinder.  Note:  AASHTO R 100 is formerly AASHTO T 23. 
Did the Tester:
Yes
No
  1. Place the molds on a flat, level, firm surface which was free of vibration or other disturbances?
  2. Uniformly distribute the concrete in the mold?
   3. Further distribute the concrete by using the tamping rod?
Table Summary
  4. Fill the mold in equal layers (three layers for 6" x 12" cylinders and two layers for 4" x 8" cylinders), slightly overfilling       the top layer?
  5. Rod each layer 25 times with the hemispherical end of the tamping rod, uniformly distributing the strokes?
  6. Rod the bottom layer throughout its depth?
  7. Rod each additional layer about 1 in. (25 mm) into the underlying layer?
  8. Tap the sides of the mold lightly with the mallet or the open hand after rodding each layer?
  9. Strike off the surface with a tamping rod, wood float, or trowel to produce a flat and even surface, using a minimum       amount of manipulation?
10. Cover the specimens with a plastic cylinder lid or with a plastic sheet secured by a rubber band?
11. Identify the specimen by writing on the outside of the mold?
12. Place the specimens where they could remain undisturbed, and within the curing temperature range of 
      60°F  to 80°F (16° C to 27°C)?
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